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Phonics/ spelling Focus: This week we will be learning the /au/ sound spelt ‘a’ before ‘l’ and ‘ll’ (as in ball and 

walk) and the /au/ sound spelt ‘ar’ after ‘w’ (as in towards). 

Miss Burn’s spelling group will continue to learn the phonemes and high frequency words from phase 3, 4 and 5  and Mrs Ashley’s 

group will be looking at the /n/ sound spelt kn and gn at the beginning of words (as in knife, gnome) and the long vowel I /sound 

spelt y (as in reply) 

There will be a spelling test on words with these sounds next Thursday. Please also encourage your child to continue to 

practise their own personal list of common exception words.   

Maths 

This week we will be re-visiting time and 

will be looking at telling the time to 

fifteen minutes and to five minutes.  We 

will then be applying this to problem 

solving and reasoning. 

 

English 

This week we will be starting our new narrative 

text, ‘Wind in the Willows.’  We will be using the 

text to find out about the different characters in 

the story and using the evidence in the text to 

support our ideas.  We will then be using our 

knowledge of the different characters to complete 

short pieces of writing in the form of diary entries 

and thought bubbles.  This week, we will be learning 

the grammar skills of the apostrophe for 

possession. 

Theme 

This week in science we will be looking at how an animal is suited to its habitat food chains and 

grouping animals according to what they eat.  We will be completing our art work based on Monet’s 

painting of ‘The Japanese Bridge’ n music, we will be playing a listening game where percussion 

instruments are going to be used for the different characters of the story, Wind in the Willows.   

Extras 

My PPA time will be on Tuesday and Miss Burn will be teaching the class.   

P.E. will be on Monday and Thursday-please make sure kits are in on these days. 

Please remember to also read at home every day with your child and to sign their reading record book when 

you have read with them. 

Please remember that there is also Times Tables Rock Stars and specific times tables have been set on this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


